“SPERRY’S PERFORMANCE OUTSHINES HIS FELLOW ILLUSIONISTS...”
- Manchester Evening News

“THE NEW FACE OF MAGIC.”
- Melbourne Herald Sun

“LITERALLY HAIR-RAISING!”
- The Toronto Star

SHOCK ILLUSIONIST

DAN SPERRY
MAGIC NO LONGER SUCKS
"Dan Sperry THRILLED the audience and is definitely a hit!"
- Las Vegas Strip Magazine
Shock Illusionist Dan Sperry: The Anti-Conjuror is hailed as the most popular and in-demand illusionist of this generation. As a result of his jaw-dropping performances on multiple record-breaking international tours, numerous network television appearances, and some of the most underground viral videos to ever plague the Internet, his legion of hundreds of thousands of dedicated fans span all ages and demographics.

Combining the art of magic with the macabre, his totally unique and edgy illusions initially capture the imagination of crowds across the globe. But it is his unhinged, shockingly eccentric humor and audience interaction that makes his live show a truly unique experience that has been dubbed, "Totally icky, yet totally awesome", "...left me laughing to tears. The cynical Alice Cooper of Magic", and one that "Has audiences laughing and shuddering in equal measure".

From starring in the best-selling magic show in Broadway history The Illusionists, sky-rocketing ratings on America's Got Talent, Germany's hit series Das SuperTalent, FOX's World Magic Awards, and TLC's Cake Boss, to selling out countless performance venues around the world, Dan Sperry presents a magic show for people who love magic shows but an even better show for people who hate magic shows. The Anti-Conjuror is not for the faint hearted: Magic No Longer Sucks.
Dan Sperry is the most popular modern illusionists of his generation. At the age of 17 Anti-Conjuror Dan Sperry was already an internationally recognized champion with honors including being one off the youngest illusionists to headline the famed Magic Castle in Hollywood, CA and multiple appearances on the hit TV series “Masters of Illusion.” Sperry was also the youngest illusionist featured in “The World’s Greatest Magic Show” for three years in Las Vegas, NV and is the only illusionist to ever be awarded the title of most original magician on FOX’s “World Magic Awards.”

After spending several years touring, Sperry appeared on season five of NBC’s “America’s Got Talent” in early 2010. After receiving more than one million views on YouTube, he shocked audiences, captivated voters and sent judges running into the stands with his offbeat performance of making a lifesaver appear out of his throat. One week after performing on the show, Sperry was one of the top ten most Googled people as fans tried to search out more of his shocking talent. The start of a new year brought a whirlwind of change for Sperry as he embarked on his very first solo national tour in the spring of 2011. Hailed as one of the largest touring magic shows of that time he visited a multitude of U.S. cities.

In the fall of 2011 Sperry traded in his longtime Vegas residency to call New York City home. Starring in his solo headlining engagement “MAGIC SHOW” nightly in the heart of the theater district of Times Square Sperry quickly gained the attention of the mainstream entertainment industry. With high-acclaim from audiences and critics alike it was voted “Best of Manhattan” for 2012 and 2013. Sperry was also awarded a coveted Merlin Award from the International Magicians Society and was bestowed the honor of Most Cutting Edge Magic.

While continuing to headline in New York City, Sperry began to grow in popularity internationally traveling around the world for appearances. In December of 2012 Sperry returned to the U.S. after becoming the first magician to ever become a top three finalist on German hit “Das SuperTalent,” part of the internationally successful “Got Talent” franchise. After receiving record-breaking votes from the show’s more than seven million viewers in the semi-finals, he went on to land in the top three of the finals. The end of 2012 proved to be a productive year for Sperry as he launched his own uniquely themed line of coffees just after returning from Germany. The idea to create Zombie Java™ came to him while on tour in South America.

Today, Sperry is one of the most sought-after entertainers around, performing as the headliner for the largest touring magic show in the world, “The Illusionists.” Sold out tour stops for Sperry have included some of the largest entertainment venues in the world including stops in, Sydney, Singapore, Mexico City, South America, Germany, Dubai and many more.
Dan Sperry’s Award-Winning Off-Broadway show: MAGICSHOW played 6 nights a week for two years in his very own 300 seat theatre in the heart of Times Square at New York City’s only year-round haunted attraction: Times Scare.

Both years his show was named “BEST OF MANHATTAN” in the performing arts category as well as earning him the Merlin Award as “MOST CUTTING EDGE MAGIC” by the International Magician’s Society two years in a row among many other cover stories and rave reviews.

Audiences got to experience the unimaginable as a borrowed quarter disappears into his eye socket only to re-appear by being lanced out of an appendage a short time later, a nail-biting game of Russian Roulette is played with an audience member, the ancient practice of Voo Doo is encountered and the supernatural is manifested. Dan exceeds the title of "Most Original Magic", given to him by The World Magic Awards, by using razor blades, buzz saws, broken glass, blunt objects, blood, mutant babies...and candy to create an whimsically entertaining non-stop roller coaster ride of pure mayhem. No rabbits in hats. No showgirls. No stupid card tricks.

As you will soon see in the case of Dan Sperry: Magic No Longer Sucks.
Dan Sperry is considered the most original and ground-breaking magician of this generation. His original approach to magic and twisted style and humor provokes shock and unsettling awe as his audiences are left in disbelief by his never before seen illusions. His current solo tour: STRANGE MAGIC is unlike anything ever experienced before utilizing cutting edge illusions, special effects, theatrical lighting, and heart-pounding music guests will get a unique up-close and personal encounter with Dan Sperry’s style of shock illusion.

Sperry’s bizarre visuals mixed with his original shock-based style of magic keeps audiences on the edge of their seat and promises to take them on a roller coaster style ride into his world of illusion resulting in a fast-paced rock concert style show guests will be raving about and wanting to see again and again.

Dan is now touring the world with his STRANGE MAGIC tour to both crowd, critic, and fan acclaim!
"...Sperry's performance outshines his fellow illusionists."
- Manchester Evening News

For over five years Dan Sperry starred in the hit touring magic show: THE ILLUSIONISTS. He was an original headlining cast member from initial concept in 2012 until he withdrew from the production to further his solo career in 2018.

With The Illusionists he headlined numerous world tours to Australia, South America, Europe, three North American tours and two years on Broadway.

Shock Illusionist Dan Sperry has proven to be the audience favorite as he brought his outrageous style of shock illusion to crowds around the world in “The Illusionists.”

"...the ‘Anti Conjuror', Dan Sperry, lives up to his motto ‘magic no longer sucks’. Performing captivating tricks with an edgy, dark humour, sharp, involuntary intakes of breath are unavoidable when watching this magician in the act."
- The Daily Echo
Most On-Air Time In RTL Network’s Das Supertalent History Was Voted In Top 3 Finalists

Featured spot on TMZ

Highest Viewed Episode Of TLC’s Hit TV Show: CAKE BOSS.

AOL’s What To Watch

FOX / My Network TV’s World Magic Awards Winner: Most Original Magic

Multiple Appearances On Paris, France’s: Le Plus Grand Cabaret Du Monde

Special Guest: The Today Show

Semi-Finalist: America’s Got Talent

Dan’s Infamous Viral Performance On Penn & Teller: Fool Us

Multiple Appearances On Seoul, South Korea’s Hit TV Show: Magic Hole

iTV: London

iUmr: Romania
Throughout his successes one thing in Dan Sperry’s career has remained the same: the dedication and support of his fans. His online and social media fan base has grown from a mere few hundred at the launch of his career to hundreds of thousands of followers spanning the world with fans from almost every country.

They are passionate, driven, protective, incredibly supportive, and above everything: a family. They socialize via the Internet and in person in pre-planned meetings. They’ve coined trends and hash tags on Twitter, created numerous groups and pages in Facebook, and more to share support, stories, and experiences. They even go so far as to get logos, images, and quotes by Dan Sperry tattooed on their bodies and create the most amazing fan art and gifts. They drive and fly hours to see a live performance by Dan and await his announcements in each city where they can all join and meet him for Coffee.

There are hundreds of thousands of them worldwide. They blindly follow. They wholehearted perpetuate the Dan Sperry brand. And they do this with proud dedication and without apology.
MASTERS OF ILLUSION has performed live in front of tens of thousands of people around the US for the past six years and been seen by over 100 million viewers on the CW network as well as in 126 countries around the world.

For nine seasons on the CW network the hit television series Masters of Illusion has featured the top magicians and illusionists from around the world. Throughout this time Dan Sperry has been a constant stand-out and crowd favorite resulting in him not only constantly being featured in TV show episodes but also standing out in the live tour. Masters of Illusion - LIVE has toured globally as well as having extended performance runs at top resorts and casinos across North America and Dan Sperry has been an important element in the continued success of this major magic production.
“He is sure to amaze as he scares the living daylights out of you.”

- Times Square Chronicles, New York City
In 2018 Dan Sperry set out to create a show unlike any other in Las Vegas and unlike anything he has done before. In downtown Las Vegas in a quaint gothic and dimly lit cocktail lounge you can find Black Magic Wednesday: Dan Sperry’s weekly show that happens every Wednesday night in the secret back room of The Griffin pub.

The show was an immediate success and continues to sell out to this day. With 5 star reviews across sites such as Yelp, Trip Advisor, Facebook and more as well as being nominated for Best of Las Vegas this show is exclusively for those that are in-the-know.

There is no advertising, no billboards or TV commercials - the show all happens via word of mouth and social media and is limited to only 40 people every week. Every Wednesday night to standing room only audiences Dan Sperry presents an evening where you get to experience a night of sleight of hand, illusion and a twist of the bizarre LIVE - up close - and interactive!

"Absolutely love this show - I’ve been 3 times! I’ve seen other big magic shows in town but this one is so different! Dan Sperry is one of a kind and truly talented (and funny). Its super cool to see him close up, unfiltered, and pushing the boundaries."

- TripAdvisor Review -
“The biggest trick up Mr. Sperry’s sleeve was his humor. His knack for keeping the audience entertained with his unlimited energy, well-placed jokes, and quick wit kept the show moving at the perfect pace.”

- Stage Light Magazine, New York City

“...an illusionist with an attitude that puts on an edgy show that always draws a crowd.”

- GO Magazine